Pharmacokinetic consequences of drug displacement from blood and tissue proteins.
Displacement of one drug by another from blood and/or tissue protein will alter the pharmacokinetic behaviour of the displaced drug. For restrictively cleared drugs, displacement from blood proteins will cause only a transient change in free drug concentration and hence in pharmacodynamic response, so that dosage adjustments are rarely necessary. Total drug concentrations, however, are decreased and must be appropriately interpreted. Binding displacement from blood and/or tissue will also shorten the half-lives of these drugs, thus magnifying peak-trough differences during a dosage interval. These theoretical expectations are supported by examples of drug displacement interactions involving warfarin and phenytoin. Although total drug concentrations in blood will be unchanged, free drug concentrations will be increased and drug response enhanced for non-restrictively cleared drugs as a result of displacement from blood protein, possibly necessitating a dosage reduction.